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    Address Matcher

Address Matcher is an address verification

and correction software on which e-

commerces and carriers rely to automate

the process of matching addresses to their

correct postcodes in realtime.

OVERVIEW CHALLENGE

Around 50% of e-commerce

customers in Romania avoid or

forget to add their postcode at

checkout. 

Postcodes are essential for

delivery companies because

drivers are assigned on ranges of

postal codes, throughout the cities. 

To make sure drivers receive the

right postcodes, delivery

companies are forced to contract

extra manpower to manually verify

and correct all packages

destinations. More than 50% of

employee time is spent on such

tasks.

Map or correct the Postcode of an address in real time. The

entire AWB generation process must take at most

2s/request. This is a performance requirement for the entire

industry, and companies face penalties if they do not abide.

Reduce over 50% of employee working hours assigned to

address matching in the AWB correction and verification

process. 
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HOW DOES IT WORK

RESULT

AiSA's Address Matcher was piloted

and deployed in a medium sized

domestic delivery company from

Romania.

In its first quarter, starting September

2022, Address Matcher saved more

than 80% of employee time spent on

AWB verification and correction.

Let’s have a look over our flow.

Our Custom API
01

Mapping at the blink of an eye
02 We receive the requests and make sure

they match our expected structure. By
the time you will have finished reading
this sentence, the postcode will have
been matched to the address, sent to the
AWB generation service, and back to the
client.

Complete the loop
03 The generated AWB will now either

contain the correct postcode, or been
flagged that manual inspection is
necessary for this particular package.

90%
Mapped Requests
We leverage our custom heuristic which
helps us make predictions with a high
degree of certainty, or not at all. We strive
to make the life of our clients easier, not
more confusing!

10%
Flagged Requests
Suspicious or lower certainty requests  are
automatically filtered and flagged for the
manual inspection of employees.

200ms
Processing time
Employees would spend a few minutes per
package for the manual verification and
correction process. Using Address Matcher,
we can correct hundreds of packages in the
same timeframe.

The company’s customers become our
customers - they use our API in order to
generate requests to the delivery
company


